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Entity One Color Couture

Forget everything you know about manicures and 
take your art to the next level. We’ve combined 
the long-lasting, high-gloss durability of gel with 
the ease and versatility of enamel. No smudging, 
no chipping, and no dry time. It’s everything you 
love about color. Only better.

Entity One Color Couture Colors- Choose 
from a wide array of colors to please any client.

Entity One Color Couture Soak Off Base 

Coat- Designed to be used before applying any 
Entity One Color Couture Color for maximum 
adhesion and easy soak off.

Entity One Color Couture Soak Off Top 

Coat-  

Finish off your Entity One Color Couture manicure 
with this easy soak off top coat.
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Entity One Gel Technology

The one and only gel system to encapsulate  
nanotechnology within the nail enhancement, making 
it easier than ever to create nails that are durable, 
glossy, naturally beautiful, and second to none. Our  
proprietary formula makes Entity One simple to apply, 
with no service breakdown. And the boost of  
nanotechnology amplifies the shine and scratch  
resistance to create a finish unparalleled in the  
industry. Entity One Gel Technology really is the start 
of something beautiful.

Entity One White- Our brightest white is specially 
formulated for use as a builder or a brush-on. Used as 
a builder its unique opacity and durability allow it to be 
sculpted super thin. Or use as a brush-on for a speedy 
pink and white.

Entity One Clear- Its glass-like gloss is shiny, brilliant 
and bubble-free.

Entity One Pink- Designed to enhance any skin tone, 
our pink is the perfect shade and perfectly versatile.

Entity One Natural White- Neutral and complementary 
to light, medium or dark skin tones, our natural white  
is ideal for creating a free edge more beautiful than 
Mother Nature.

Entity One Nudité Pink- Neither cool nor warm,  
this is the ideal neutral opaque pink. It not only hides  
imperfections, it extends the appearance of the natural 
nail plate, for a flawless look.

Entity One UV Gel Top Coat- No sticky layer with  
this top coat, which cures to a glossy shine that’s hard,  
durable and incredibly scratch-resistant. In just 2 minutes, 
you’re good to go.
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Rainforest Body Couture

Renew the skin–and the senses–with new Rainforest 
Body Couture from Entity Beauty. Inspired by the healing 
spirit of the tropical rainforests, nature’s most perfect 
ecosystem, this luxurious system has been carefully 
created to infuse your treatments with rich nutrients, 
exotic ingredients, and curative energies that revitalize 
the skin as well as the soul. Our Soak, Scrub, Masque 
and nanotechnology-based Lotion work in harmony for an 
experience that’s sumptuous, delicious and relaxing to all 
the senses. Let your clients retreat from the harshness 
of everyday life, and escape to the Rainforest. Once 
they’ve experienced this special place, they won’t be able  
to resist returning for more.

Soak.  Cleanse skin of toxins and impurities. Infused 
with rich coconut milk, this unique formula soothes and 
stimulates the skin–and tantalizes the senses. Bamboo 
extract energizes and invigorates while the essences 
of the tropical Jaboncillo berry create a sumptuous, 
cleansing bath that smells as delicious as it feels.

Scrub.  Smooth and soften skin. Exotic coconut 
shells combined with Bamboo extract and Passion 
Flower Seeds create an invigorating exfoliant and a 
lush fragrance. Sweet Almond Oil provides moisturizing 
and softening agents; while rare Marula Oil, rich in 
antioxidants, enhances skin hydration. Rough heels and 
calluses become soft to the touch in the Rainforest.

Masque.  Renew skin. Cooling and refreshing, this one-
of-a-kind formula is rich in White Beeswax, known for its 
skin-softening abilities. Kaolin clay helps remove toxins 
and impurities from the skin while retaining the sensitive 
skin while Bamboo extract stimulates and refreshes. The 
lovely light fragrance invigorates and delights.

Lotion.  Revive skin with natural nanotechnology. Using 
the most advanced nanotechnology, this special patent-
pending formula moisturizes and nourishes skin from 
deep within to create lasting softness and renewed 
vitality. By combining Passion Flower extract, Coconut 
Milk extract and Marula oil with other powerful Rainforest 
elements, this exclusive lotion delivers antioxidants, as 
well as moisturizing and calming energies. The perfect 
finish to your Rainforest journey.
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Nanovive Skin Revival System™

Nanotechnology has opened up a whole new world of 
skin care!  Nanovive Skin Revival System products have 
harnessed the amazing science of nanotechnology—and 
brought it to skin care. The result?   A transformative 
line of products, able to penetrate far beneath the 
skin’s surface, and deliver nourishment at the cellular 
level—helping the skin’s ability to repair itself.  The 
result:  softer, visibly younger-looking skin, that’s been 
moisturized from deep within.

Nanovive Glycolic Exfoliating Serum- This gentle, 
non-abrasive exfoliant utilizes all-natural glycolic acid—
derived from sugar cane—to dissolve dry surface skin 
cells and stimulate cell renewal.

Nanovive Cuticle Rescue- This treatment has time-
released nanospheres that are encapsulated with rich 
moisturizing and healing ingredients that penetrate  
deep into the tissue to deliver long-lasting softening  
and conditioning.

Nanovive Penetrating Lotion- This lotion contains 
time-released emollients and antioxidants known to help 
heal and firm skin. Its fast-drying, elegantly finishing 
formula won’t slow you down.

Nanovive Intense Skin Treatment- This richer cream 
is specially formulated with time-released emollients, to 
help the skin’s natural ability to repair itself, and create 
softer, younger-looking skin, moisturized from within. 
This product is particularly effective on rough spots,  
dry patches and calluses.

Nanovive Booster- Mix Nanovive Booster with any 
skin care product to add the encapsulated power 
of nanotechnology. Nanovive Booster contains time 
released emollients and antioxidants known to help heal 
and firm skin creating softer, visibly younger-looking 
skin, that’s been nourished from deep within.
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Entity Nail Couture

You can be confident telling your clients that you 
have selected only the finest professional system of 
products to create the most beautiful, durable results. 
Our low-odor, cosmetic-grade products contain only 
the highest quality ingredients available, developed with 
innovative science and manufacturing processes, to 
achieve unsurpassed workability and durability.

Entity Beauty’s family of powders and liquids are 
formulated to perform perfectly . . . together. In fact, 
when used in combination, we guarantee our products’ 
performance — unconditionally.
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Signature Sculpting Liquid

Fast set sculpting monomer designed for extreme 
control and Championship performance. 

• Fast set time.

• Subtle color tone for color consistency.

• Cross linking plasticizers allow strength and flexibility.

• UV inhibitors and optical brighteners for vivid color.

Success Sculpting Liquid

Medium set sculpting monomer designed for  
exceptional workability and endurance. 

• Medium set time.

• Vibrant color tone for color stability.

• Cross linking plasticizers allow strength and flexibility.

• UV inhibitors and optical brighteners for vivid color.
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Sculpting Powder

Hybrid blend of cosmetic 
quality co-polymers designed 
for effortless workability and 
unsurpassed resilience. 

Clear: Completely 
transparent for nails with the 
appearance of glass.

White: A radiant opaque 
white that allows for paper-
thin application.

Natural: Hide imperfections 
without looking opaque or 
lifeless.

Pink: Most universal shade of 
pink designed to showcase 
the color of the natural nail.

Pinker Pink: Translucent 
powder in a medium pink for 
darker skin tones.

Pinkest Pink: Translucent 
powder in a vibrant pink for 
dramatic contrast.
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Glitter Powders Pink and Lavender

Sculpting powders in beautiful soft pink and 
lavender featuring a custom blend of small and 
large glitters in a base of Entity’s original Clear 
and Natural Sculpting Powders to create a truly 
unique translucent sculptured nail.

Nudité Powders

Collection of pink and white corrective 
sculpting powders designed to hide flaws and 
enhance the natural look of nails, creating the 
ultimate French manicure. Featuring Cool Pink, 
Warm Pink, Cool White and Warm White.
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Natural Nail Prep

Dehydrates and cleanses the surface of the natural nail 
plate preparing it for product application by removing 
dust, contaminants and oils. Specifically designed to 
control the growth of bacteria, improve adhesion and 
reduce the potential for lifting.

Dehydrator

Uniquely formulated to remove 
excess moisture from the nail 
plate and prepare the surface 
for adhesion.

Nu Bond Non-Acid Primer

Innovative acid-free formula that removes 
oils and contaminants from the nail plate and 
improves the adhesion of acrylic, gel and gel 
enamel on even the most sensitive client.
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Cuticle Oil

Using a proprietary blend of essential oils, this 
replenishing treatment penetrates deep within the  
nail to increase strength and flexibility. In addition,  
the Cuticle Oil is enriched with vitamins, nutrients,  
and antioxidants to nourish the cuticle area and  
keep skin soft and supple.

UV Top Coat

For the ultimate defense and high-gloss 
shine, UV top coat will seal and protect 
acrylic nails from UV exposure and 
discoloration.
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Couture Sculpting Brush

Studio Sculpting Brush

Couture / Studio Acrylic Sculpting 
Brushes

Professional quality #8, pure Kolinsky, flat oval 
brushes that will inspire your hand and accelerate 
your art. Handmade and ergonomically designed 
for ultimate control and precise detail. Built-in 
cover prevents contamination and prolongs the 
life of the brush. 

Entity One Gel Brush

The perfect #6 synthetic brush with  
decorative acrylic handle. Featuring a flat, 
rounded square brush head that allows for 
easy pick up and precise product application. 

Entity® One Gel Brush
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Implement Set

A full line of signature logo implements in 
a beautiful leather carrying case. The kit 
comes with everything you need; 4mm 
Nipper, 9mm Nipper, dual -ended Pusher, 
Scissors and Tip Cutter.

Perfect Curve Sculpting Tools

Create the perfect “C” curve utilizing 
custom implements designed to mold 
consistent and uniform extension 
edge curvature every time you sculpt. 
Convenient carrying case houses six 
tools varying in size from 4mm - 9mm  
to accommodate the size of any nail.
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Corrective Sculpting Forms

Custom designed double-sided sculpting form 
for use on clients with nails that are difficult to 
fit. Featuring one side for flat or fan shaped 
nails and a second side for pointed nail plates 
and high hyponychiums allowing for a perfect 
fit and ultimate versatility.

Sculpting Forms

Innovative design with exclusive features that 
allow consistent “C” curves and customized  
fit for exact product placement.

Also available in Clear for use with Entity One Gel.
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Salon Style Tips

A salon ready tip featuring natural smile lines, no contact area for precise 
placement, the perfect profile and a consistent “C” curve every time. 
Available in clear, natural and white.

Evolution Tips

Exclusive line of tips featuring no contact area for precise  
placement, the perfect profile and a consistent “C” curve every time.  
Available in clear, natural and white.

Fuse Nail Adhesive

Revolutionary fast set,  
brush-on resin with  
unrivaled adhesion.
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Retoucher: 100-grit white file - Great 
grit size for removing existing 
product and reducing areas of lifting 
when clients return for a retouch.

Reducer: 150-grit white file - Excellent 
grit size for perimeter refinements 
when file finishing sculptured nails.

Detailer: 180-grit white file - Perfect 
grit size for removing scratches 
and surface imperfections before 
buffing nails to a high shine or 
applying polish.

Files

Completely disinfectable file 
featuring a custom shape allowing 
for easy and precise filing on every 
surface of the nail plate even the 
difficult to reach areas along the 
eponychium and lateral folds.
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Take your service from shape to shine.  Hand 
selected with a larger surface area to maximize 
result and minimize service time. Professional 
quality at a disposable price.

Shaper: 150-grit zinc coated file - Take down 
length and reduce thickness of existing product. 
Special zinc coating reduces heat caused by 
friction.

Refiner: 180-grit zinc coated file - Prep  
natural nail, refine outline and surface 
smoothness. Special zinc coating reduces heat 
caused by friction.

Perfecter: 100/180-grit sponge file - Remove 
surface imperfections and refine scratches before 
high shine or polish. 

Buffer: 220/280-grit sponge file - Buff to smooth 
surface before high shine or polish. 

Shiner: 600/3000 grit 2-way padded file - Bring 
final nail surface to a high gloss shine.

File Assortment Pack: A collection including one 
each of the Shaper, Refiner, Perfecter, Buffer and 
Shiner.

Files
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Nail Product Remover

Unique formula safely breaks down and removes soak 
off gel and acrylic products from the natural nail while 
protecting the surrounding skin from over drying.
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Brush Wipes

100% lint-free fabric that absorbs the  
perfect amount of liquid for uncompromising  
product consistency every time you pick  
up an application. 

Table Towels

Plastic backed and super absorbent to 
provide the ultimate protection for your 
workstation.
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Entity Beauty Education DVDs

To become the best, you have to learn from 
the best. Entity’s championship artists set the 
standard of excellence for the nail industry, 
winning numerous championships and 
international competitions.
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Entity Poster Collection

Timeless collection of artwork that will add sophisticated 
elegance to your salon.

Brush.

Wear.

Soak.

Repeat.
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Model is wearing  
Tres Chic Pink. entitybeauty.com

™
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Haute enough for you?
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Gel Technology
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Do you dream in color?
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